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Our sports and cultural agenda never goes on vacation. Sport and gastronomic events, commercial fairs, exhibitions, conferences, musical competitions and performing arts festivals colour the four seasons of the year – sometimes with a traditional flair, sometimes with a view to what’s going on in the world. There’s something here for everyone.

Some of our events are held in the open air while others can be enjoyed in the comfort of our civic centres, which are fully equipped for today’s staging and technological requirements. With so much to do, you’ll always have an excuse to come visit us.

Spring is no exception, so come enjoy!
The world is training because the Ibiza Marathon, fourth edition of the race, is taking place on 4th April 2020, in the middle of spring, and at sunset. Thousands of runners will be able to enjoy 42,195 meters of this lively and beautiful island with a different perspective. Santa Eulària hosts most of the circuit, but it passes through a total of 4 municipalities.

This marathon puts together sport, tourism and leisure. Thus, visitors from every country are not only coming to run along the streets/roads of Ibiza, but to feel its culture, historic heritage, cuisine, nightlife, beaches and nature over a whole weekend. As a novelty, this year discover the Ibiza 42K Relay, an innovate modality at national level which is having an excellence acceptance at other European marathons. This race covers the whole marathon but it is split between two participants, which is a new way for couples and friends who want to enjoy the island through sports. The exchange will be a unique moment: As the first leg finishes, they will both and together cross the exchange line located in the heart of the charming village of Santa Gertrudis de Fruitera. We also have the 12K race for those who wish to enjoy and participate in an event that is accessible to a greater number of runners. Not in vain, the phrase that encompasses our marathon is #Runandfeel.
May Festivities
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This is one of the municipality’s most important festivities. During more than 15 days, a series of wide-ranging activities take place, including sports, culture, folklore and fun for the whole family, most of them organized by the town itself. The main celebration is the first Sunday in May (3th), which is celebrated with a long procession of carts decked out in flowers and ribbons, with people wearing traditional dress. There is also folk dancing, a procession of vintage cars and motorcycles, concerts, flower shows, etc.

If you want to know how the festival originated, legend has it that one Sunday the worshippers of the village went to the Old Church (l’Església Vella), located on a hill near Ses Estaque. After mass, as they began walking home, they heard a deafening crash and, turning around, saw that the church had just caved in, its bell and walls tumbling into the sea and sinking to the bottom. The fact that the church had collapsed once the people were safely outside was interpreted as a miracle. Because the incident happened on the first Sunday of May, ever since then, the date has been celebrated as a festivity.
The name Festival Barruguet derives from a mythical Puck-like character, the "Barruguet", who is indigenous to Ibiza. He is known to be naughty, clever and very playful.

Every year, on the fourth weekend of May, he likes to have fun in Ibiza by going to shows the whole family can enjoy: circus, theatre, marionettes, dance and ear-to-ear smiles for the Barruguet that lives inside all of us!
Santa Eulària Nautical Show
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If you fancy taking part in one of the most important nautical events on the island of Ibiza, where you will discover all the latest innovations, don’t miss out on Santa Eulària’s Nautical Fair.

Held at the Santa Eulària Marina, this exhibition showcases over 70 marine craft, both new and second-hand, attractively displayed on sea and land. A variety of brands, models and sizes will be on view in addition to a wide range of boating accessories and gear for nautical sports.

Throughout the weekend, different events will be conducted, including exhibitions on the sea, contests, and informative talks on the latest advances in nautical electronics.

For the first time ever, the upcoming fair of 2020 will take place the last weekend in September, coinciding with the most important nautical fairs on mainland Spain.

So, come to Santa Eulària and see what Ibiza's seascape has in store for you, as you let your wildest boating dreams come true.